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If we believe in a democratic 
system, we have to accept the will 

of the people.

President of Turkey

Recep Tayyip Erdogan

UAE desires Economic Roadmap with 
Pakistan to boost bilateral trade

Israel faces political turmoil, Parliament 
dissolved, heading to another elections

The Asian Telegraph

UN experts bashes India 
for targeting rights 

groups’ exposing abuses in 
Kashmir, Delhi pogroms

WASHINGTON
United Nations Human Rights experts has called 
on India to “immediately” stop its intimidation 
and a series of reprisals against Amnesty Interna-
tional in response to the organization’s work in ex-
posing human rights violations in India, especially 
in Indian illegally occupied Kashmir and during 
the February anti-Muslim riots in Delhi. In a sec-
ond joint letter sent to India from Geneva, the UN 
experts recounted the systematic harassment be-
ing inflicted by the Hindu nationalist government 
of Prime Minister Narendra Modi, pointing out the 
“illegal freezing” of the bank accounts under the 
the Foreign Contribution Regulation law, which 
is incompatible with international human rights 
standards. The signatories of the letter include 
prominent experts, Ms. Irene Khan, Special Rap-
porteur on freedom of opinion and expression; 
Clement Nyaletsossi Voule, Special Rapporteur 
on peaceful assembly and of association and Ms. 
Mary Lawlor, Special Rapporteur on human rights 
defenders. London-based Amnesty International, 
a human rights organisation, halted operations in 
India in September after its bank accounts were 
frozen and its executives interrogated by Indian fi-
nancial authorities, in what Amnesty International 
called was a two-year campaign of harassment. 
India has adopted a policy of ignoring UN rights 
experts letters in what diplomats called is a delib-
erate defiance of its human rights obligations. APP

Oil steadies as surprise US stock build weighs
Prices take hit after 

Trump threatened not to 
sign $892b coronavirus 

relief bill
Bureau Reporter

LONDON
Oil steadied on Wednesday after 

earlier losses sparked by an unex-
pected rise in US crude oil inven-
tories and as US President Donald 
Trump rattled markets by threaten-
ing not to sign a long-awaited Covid-
19 relief bill. Brent crude futures 
were up $0.02 at $50.10 a barrel 
at 1322 GMT, while US West Texas 
Intermediate (WTI) crude futures 
eased $0.01 to $47.01 a barrel. Both 
contracts fell nearly $1 earlier in the 
session. The American Petroleum 
Institute (API) reported on Tuesday 
that US crude inventories rose by 
2.7 million barrels last week, com-
pared with analyst expectations for 
a 3.2-million-barrel draw. “The API 
set the US glut alarm bells ringing,” 
Stephen Brennock of oil brokerage 
PVM said. Oil also took a hit after 
Trump threatened not to sign an 
$892 billion coronavirus relief bill, 

saying he wants Congress to increase 
the amount in the stimulus checks 
that lawmakers approved on Monday. 
A weaker US dollar, however, capped 
some losses. A weak greenback 
makes dollar-denominated commod-
ities such as crude oil cheaper for 
holders of other currencies. Supply 
disruptions in Nigeria also lent sup-
port. ExxonMobil issued a force 
majeure on the Qua Iboe crude oil 
export terminal last week after a fire 
hit the facility and injured two work-
ers. A source told Reuters produc-
tion is expected to resume in early 

January. The stream was expected to 
load about 180,000 barrels per day 
(bpd) in December and 150,000 bpd 
in January. Oil markets remain jittery 
about the future recovery of demand 
as a new, highly infectious strain of 
the novel coronavirus has hit Britain, 
prompting a slew of countries to 
shut their borders to the country. 
Covid-19 cases continued to surge 
in the United States, with more than 
a million new cases in just six days, 
and Americans were warned again 
to avoid Christmas travel, further 
dampening fuel demand. Reuters

UAE should finalize separate 
visa criteria for Pakistani busi-
nessmen to facilitate them in 

visiting UAE
Islamabad

H.E.Mr.Hamad Obaid Ibrahim Salem Alzaabi, 
Ambassador of UAE to Pakistan said that 
Pakistan and UAE have great potential to fur-
ther improve bilateral trade and his country 
wanted to work on a new economic roadmap 
with Pakistan to take bilateral trade and eco-
nomic relations to higher levels. He said this 
while exchanging views with Sardar Yasir Ilyas 
Khan, President, and Islamabad Chamber of 
Commerce & Industry during his visit to ICCI. 
Fatma Azim Senior Vice President and Abdul 
Rehman Khan Vice President ICCI were also 
present at the occasion. The UAE Ambassador 
said that he visited Faisalabad and Sialkot and 
saw that Pakistan has great potential to export 
many products to UAE. He urged that Pakistani 
manufacturers should do proper marketing of 
their exportable products to boost exports up 
to their actual potential. He said that Pakistan 
helped UAE in food security during Covid-19 
pandemic. He said that Pakistani meat prod-
ucts were going to Jordan and other countries 
from UAE, which showed that Pakistan could 
make a significant increase in its exports by 
getting better penetration in the UAE market. 
He said that UAE-India bilateral trade was 

around $75 billion, but UAE-Pakistan bilateral 
trade was around $14 billion, which was quite 
less than the actual potential of both countries 
and more efforts were needed to enhance it. 
He said that Pakistan should improve its legal 
framework and formulate more business 
friendly policies to attract more FDI from UAE. 
He said that Pakistan Business Council UAE 
should play a more proactive role in improv-
ing bilateral trade and investment relations 
between the two countries. He said that over 
7000 Pakistani companies were registered in 
UAE and he was ready to play a role to ad-
dress the challenges being faced by them in 
his country. He said that ICCI should form a 
delegation for UAE and he would cooperate 
in connecting them with right counterparts 
in his country. Speaking at the occasion, 
Sardar Yasir Ilyas Khan, President, Islamabad 
Chamber of Commerce & Industry said that 
the UAE has always stood with Pakistan and 
provided crucial support to it in times of need 
that was appreciable. He said that Pakistan 
and UAE enjoyed close friendly relations that 
should be transformed into growing trade 
and economic relations. He said that produc-
tion cost in Pakistan was quite low, therefore, 
UAE investors should explore more JVs and 
investment in Pakistan that would help in 
promoting exports to Middle East, Europe 
and other countries. APP

President necessities women 
contribution in national 

development
President signs reference seeking SC 
opinion on holding of Senate election 

through open ballot 
ISLAMABAD 

President Dr. Arif Alvi has emphasized the im-
portance of women contribution in overall de-
velopment of the country. He was speaking at 
a conference on National Initiatives to address 
gender based discrepancies and for the promo-
tion of legal, economic and social empowerment 
of women in Islamabad on Wednesday. The 
President said women cannot be empowered 
without their economic empowerment. He said 
women need to be encouraged in their economic 
activities. He also stressed for social protection of 
the women. The President said the constitution 
of Pakistan fully guarantees rights of the women. 
In this regard government has taken several ini-
tiatives. Legislation for the protection of women 
is among the most significant achievements of 
the Ministry of Law and Justice in the year 2020 
according to the spokesperson. The Bills which 
were drafted by the Ministry of Law and Justice 
and later became the Acts of Parliament include 
The Enforcement of Women’s Property Rights 
Act, 2020 which is a vital piece of legislation to 
protect women from abuse in cases where usur-
pation of her property/inheritance is involved. 
The Act will empower Ombudsman to take ac-
tion in cases where women are deprived of their 
legal right to acquire and possess property. The 
Legal Aid and Justice Authority Act, 2020 will 
provide financial and legal aid to women and 
children in criminal cases. One of the major steps 
towards fighting gender based violence is the 
Anti-Rape (Investigation and Trial), Ordinance, 
2020 promulgated along with Criminal Law 
(Amendment) Ordinance, 2020 to ensure expe-
ditious redressal of rape and sexual abuse crimes 
in respect of women and children through spe-
cial investigation teams and special courts for 
speedy trial and also to provide the victims with 
legal assistance where it is required. VoM

Harmonies AF-PAK ties to usher in prosperity 
across the borders: says NA Speaker

ISLAMABAD
Speaker Asad Qaiser National Assembly has termed rela-

tions between Pakistan and Afghanistan eternal and inter-
twined in the bonds of religion, history and culture. The 
Speaker said that connecting people, building peace and 
promoting cooperation between Afghistan and Pakistan was 
in the best interest of both the countries. The Speaker National 
Assembly Asad Qaiser said this while addressing the meeting 
of the 7th Pakistan Afghanistan Joint Committee in Islamabad, 
today. The meeting of the Joint Committee is being attended 
by eminent personalities from Pakistan and Afghistan. Wide 
range of issues including enhancing bilateral relations, con-
necting people, building peace and promoting cooperation 
between Pakistan and Afghanistan were discussed. Speaker 
Asad Qaiser while addressing the meeting said that people of 
Pakistan regardless of ethnicities are bound together by ever-
lasting cultural, religious and historic affinities. He said that a 
peaceful Afghanistan was in the larger interest of the Pakistan. 
He commended the commitment of political leadership of 
both the countries for fostering parliamentary, economic and 
people to people relations. He said that Parliament feeling 
the need to bring both the countries more closely activated 
the Parliamentary Friendship Group comprising all the po-
litical parties in the parliament. Apprising the meeting about 
his Parliamentary initiatives, the Speaker Asad Qaiser said 
that recommendations on removing impediments hindering 
the smooth trade and peoples’ movement across the border 
have been addressed and recommendation thereupon were 

forwarded to Executive. Islamabad: There is certainly a posi-
tive trajectory with regards to Pakistan-Afghanistan bilateral 
relations. In the last few months both sides have achieved 
significant progress, though there is a lot still to be done. For 
the first time, the parliaments on both sides are playing a very 
active role in addressing issues of mutual interest. Complex 
issues accumulating over years would take some time for 
resolution. This was said by Ambassador Muhammad Sadiq, 
Prime Minister’s Special Representative for Afghanistan. He 
was speaking to the 7th Pakistan Afghanistan Joint Committee 
(PAJC) meeting, spearheaded by Center for Research and 
Security Studies (CRSS) and Organization for Economic 
Studies and Peace (OESP). Trade is and should always be the 
connecting link between the two nations. It also promotes 
people to people contacts, along with a lot of economic oppor-
tunities for the people, particularly the ones residing in border 
areas. We are also looking into investing into each other coun-
tries, which reinforces our push for increased trade, paving 
way for shared stakes and mutual interests.VoM

Pak extends full economic Cooperation for 
Afghanistan’s flourishment: Moeed Yusuf

Iran must stop evading its 
commitments under nuclear 

deal, says UN official
WASHINGTON

Israeli parliament was dissolved amid 
a political crisis between Prime Minister 
Benjamin Netanyahu and his main rival 
Benny Gantz, triggering the fourth elections 
in two years. The Parliament was automati-
cally dissolved after the government failed 
to approve the budget by the midnight dead-
line. The next elections are scheduled to take 
place in March next year The majority of 
council members also rejected a US request 
in August to reinstate all of the UN sanctions 
on Iran that were in place before the nuclear 
deal was signed, on the grounds that Tehran 
has violated many of the terms of the agree-
ment. However, one of the requirements for 
initiating this so-called “snapback” mecha-
nism is that the country doing so must be 
an active participant in the JCPOA, which the 
US no longer was. “The reimposition by the 
US of all its national sanctions that had been 
lifted or waived pursuant to the (JCPOA) 
are contrary to the goals set out in the plan 
and in resolution 2231,” said DiCarlo, add-
ing that the majority of UN member states 

still support the nuclear deal. Updating the 
council on two cases relating to arms trans-
fers, Dicarlo said that Israel had provided 
information to the secretary-general and 
the Security Council about the continuing 
proliferation of advanced weaponry in Iran. 
“Regarding Israeli information concerning 
four alleged Dehlavieh anti-tank guided 
missiles in Libya, the Secretariat was able to 
ascertain that one of the four missiles has 
characteristics consistent with the Iranian-
produced Dehlavieh,” she said. “Nevertheless, 
we were not able to determine if this missile 
was transferred to Libya and/or whether its 
transfer was inconsistent with the resolu-
tion.” Iran rejected these claims in a letter to 
the secretary-general. DiCarlo also expressed 
regret at “steps taken by Iran since July 2019 
to reduce some of its nuclear-related com-
mitments under the (JCPOA).” The deal 
includes a guarantee that officials from the 

UN-backed International Atomic Energy 
Agency (IAEA) will be granted access to 
Iranian nuclear sites and information about 
the nation’s nuclear program. While Tehran 
has complied with some of these provi-
sions, the IAEA reports that limits placed 
by the JCPOA on uranium enrichment have 
been exceeded. Low levels of enrichment 
required for generating nuclear power are 
allowed under the deal, but higher levels of 
enrichment needed for the development of 
nuclear weapons are not. “It is essential that 
Iran refrains from further steps to reduce 
its commitments, and returns to full im-
plementation of the (JCPOA),” said DiCarlo. 
The Iranian parliament recently passed a bill 
that allows for the installation of advanced 
uranium-enrichment centrifuges and the 
expulsion of IAEA inspectors if the country 
fails to receive the economic benefits prom-
ised by the deal. Advanced centrifuges allow 
the enrichment of uranium to higher levels 
than are allowed under the deal. This month, 
France, the UK and Germany said they were 
“deeply concerned” by the announcement. 
“If Iran is serious about preserving a space 
for diplomacy, it must not implement these 
steps,” the three powers said in a joint state-
ment.  Reuters

ISLAMABAD 
Prime Minister Imran Khan on 
Wednesday stressed reformation in 
the conduct of police so that it treat-
ed the privileged and the common 
man in the same manner. “I want 
the police to shun discriminatory at-
titude towards citizens, and rather 
treat the common man like a VIP 
(very important person),” the Prime 
Minister said in his address here at 
the passing-out of cadets at the Po-
lice College, Sihala. The Prime Minis-
ter said he wanted to see Islamabad 
Police perform in a best manner and 
emerge as a ‘new vibrant force in 
the New Pakistan’. He mentioned the 
reformation of Khyber Pukhtunkhwa 
police by the government of his par-
ty. He said a good society was known 
for how good it treated its weaker 
segments. He said armed forces pro-
tected the frontiers of country, while 
the police safeguarded the lives and 
property of citizens. Terming po-
lice the country’s asset, Imran Khan 
said the force should be given due 
respect. Peace and security, he said 

were the pre-requisite for a society. 
He vowed to provide every possible 
facility to police personnel as ac-
knowledgment of their services. He 
said the government would consider 
giving Islamabad Police the Health 
Cards and enhancing their salaries 
at par with the Punjab Police. Imran 
Khan felicitated the outgoing police 
cadets and urged them to get ready 
to serve the nation with diligence. 
He advised them to always choose 
the path of righteousness in the pro-
fessional lives, which he said could 
be tough but based on principles of 
integrity and honesty. He mentioned 
that the politicians who chose the 
path of corruption faced a life filled 
with humiliation and also pushed 
the country into debt trap. The 
Prime Minister said the government 
had gained remarkable achievement 
on economic front by turning the 
country’s current account deficit in 
surplus for fifth consecutive month 
after 17 years. He said the govern-
ment under its vision of austerity 
was controlling the expenditures 

in view of the country’s debt. Khan 
said expenses of the Prime Minister 
House had been cut by 60 percent 
besides other reduction in expendi-
ture of the federal government. Ear-
lier, the Prime Minister reviewed the 
parade where the contingent pre-
sented a salute. Minister for Interior 
Sheikh Rashid Ahmed and senior 
police officials were also present. 
Prime Minister Imran Khan says the 
government gives priority to reso-
lution of the problems of overseas 
Pakistanis, ease of doing business, 
protection of the overseas Pakistan-
is’ investment in Pakistan and their 
participation in voting. He was talk-
ing to British House of Lords mem-
ber Lord Amir Sarfraz, who called 
on him, in Islamabad on Wednes-
day. They discussed ways to further 
strengthen relations between Paki-
stan and the United Kingdom. The 
Prime Minister congratulated Lord 
Amir Sarfraz for being appointed 
as member of House of Lords in 
a young age. Lord Amir Sarfraz is 
among the youngest lords. VoM

PM underscores ‘pivotal role’ of police in uplift of country
Govt gives preferential   treatment   to problems of overseas Pakistanis: PM

UNMOGIP investigation 
targeting of UN vehicle 
by Indian troops at LoC 
proceeds: Spokesman 

AJK President condemns Indian unpro-
voked shelling at LoC

UNITED NATIONS
The investigation by the United Nations Mili-
tary Observer Group in India and Pakistan (UN-
MOGIP) into Friday’s incident in which Indian 
troops at the Line of Control (LoC) in the disput-
ed Kashmir region fired at a UN vehicle is con-
tinuing, according to a UN spokesman. The vehi-
cle was damaged but two UN military observers, 
who were conducting routine monitoring activi-
ties near Rawalakot on the Pakistani side of LoC, 
escaped unhurt. On Friday, the U.N. confirmed 
that its vehicle was damaged by an “unidentified 
object”, and that the Mission was investigating 
the incident. “The investigation is ongoing,” UN 
Secretary-General Spokesman Stephane Dujar-
ric said in response to a question from APP at the 
regular noon briefing in New York on Monday. 
“Nothing further to add,” he said about the prog-
ress in the probe. On Friday, the Foreign office 
said that Indian troops “specifically targeted” the 
UN vehicle carrying two UNMOGIP officers from 
across the Line of Control, in what was termed 
a “new low” in their conduct. The officers were 
immediately evacuated by the Pakistan Army 
and brought back to the UNMOGIP field station 
in Rawalakot. The Azad Jammu and Kashmir 
President, Sardar Masood Khan on Tuesday 
strongly condemned the unprovoked firing by 
Indian occupation forces on the civilian popula-
tion in at Tatta Pani and Jandrot Sectors along 
the Line of Control (LoC) in Kotli and Poonch 
districts of Azad Kashmir.   “The Indian troops 
deliberately targeted the civil population with 
mortars and other heavy weapons that resulted 
in the martyrdom of a woman and injuries to a 
girl and a minor boy.In a statement issued here, 
the President said that despite exercise of maxi-
mum restraint by Pakistan Army, Indian forces 
have been continuing aggression along the 
LoC by targeting the civilian population.   VoM
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Population Census

R ecently, with a majority vote, the Cabinet took a much-awaited 
decision and approved the results of the sixth census conducted 
in 2017 while the allied political party MQM showed reservations 
on the disregard of government for auditing it. Along with this, the 
Information Minister also highlighted that after the recommenda-
tions, it has been decided that the exercise of population census will 

be carried out every three years. The last census was conducted three years ago 
before the PTI government came to power and its final results anticipate a series 
of projects related to planning, development and local body election. According 
to the protocols, the report will be shared with the Council of Common Interests 
for their approval. Pakistan Bureau of Statistics (PBS) presents the provisional 
data regarding five census blocks identified by the Free and Fair Election Network 
(Fafen) to the CCI for approval and then publish it but this time the process was 
delayed for three years. 91,000 enumerators from various government sectors 
conducted the 2017 census and Pakistan Army provided security with 200,000 
personnel. It was the first time in the history of Pakistan that government of-
ficially recognized transgender as the third gender and counted a population of 
over 10,000 transgender people. As committed by the premier Imran Khan, the 
government will focus on the national and human development of the country 
with a backing of statistical data and with the revision in the statue - conducting 
population census after every three years - the torrent of data will help amelio-
rate the development related to housing, infrastructure, transport, community 
development etc. The focus of the incumbent government on data is evident from 
the initiatives like Data4Pakistan, which is currently under use for the poverty al-
leviation and public welfare programs for the communities. Without a couple of 
exception when the census was delayed, the practice has been followed at regular 
interval of 10 years in the country. 

Drone Policy

V isionary PM Imran Khan has recently ordered the authorities to 
develop Pakistan’s first-ever drone policy. This initiative will more 
likely comprise of a Drone Regulatory Authority, ease in the restric-
tions of importing the technology and supporting the private sec-
tor working in Pakistan on the indigenous drones manufacturing. 
Since the last decade, the use of drone technology has increased 

tremendously in different fields due to the low expense and ease of maintenance. 
Pakistan government can harness the potential of drones in fields like agriculture, 
emergency services, security and surveillance, surveys, planning etc. Minister of 
Science and Technology emphasized that we can use this technology for our advan-
tage in the research, urban planning and to improve the law and order situation. 
Islamabad police are using the drones for tracking and surveillance purposes in the 
city to increase public safety and put a halt on the street crimes. It is also said by 
the Minister that we are in contact with police departments to create special drone 
units to help curb street crimes in cities such as Karachi. In the recent locust attack, 
locally developed drones were used to fight the insects’ attack and to increase 
the agricultural yield. Apart from the premier’s announcement of establishing a 
drone policy and lifting the restriction on the import of drone technologies, the 
federal government will establish a Drone Regulatory Authority for effective use 
of remote-controlled surveillance technology in various fields. The drone policy 
and institutional development correspond to the US Senate initiative, which regu-
lates and licenses the drone usage and will improve public safety and privacy. The 
international drone market is expected to reach up to USD40 billion in the next 
five years and the drone policy initiative of Pakistan can help the country to tap 
the global commercial market with locally manufactured drones.

Disclaimer: Views expressed by writers in this section are their own and do not necessarily reflect The Asian Telegraph  point-of-view
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Poverty: A Shared Challenge

T he current economic model of the 
world which is based upon Neo-
Liberalism has certainly enabled the 
states to increase their respective fis-
cal growth by encouraging free trade 
agreements. However, where it proved 

beneficial for the business, it also entailed some 
repercussions. The increasingly variation among 
the social classes made it harder for the lower class 
to get benefits of the upper class. The Neo Liberal 
Order undoubtedly created the skilled middle class 
and helped in minimizing the poverty, still, it re-
sulted in a massive income inequality. Thus, the 
apparent economic output seems to be increas-
ing but the average per capita shows progressive 
signs yet the income inequality along with the hik-
ing prices make the lower class stuck in poverty.
Furthermore, the idea of permitting the market to 
determine its own prices is always contested by the 
scholars as it could become the pretext of exploita-
tion, hence, deepening the sense of deprivation in 
the lower social strata because of higher rates of 
inflation. This trend is more evident in developed 
regions like Europe and America where the signifi-
cant percentage of the population is either living 
below the poverty line or are at the risk of expe-

riencing poverty. As per the research conducted 
by Social Metrics Commission (SMC) in 2017/18, 
approximately 14.3 million people in UK were liv-
ing in poverty. On the contrary, in developing and 
under-developed states, the state’s supervision 
over the business activities makes it difficult for 
the investors to invest in the local market due to 
high ratio of taxation. This leads to the absence of 
new jobs which results in unemployment, hence, 
eventually resulting in poverty. The concept of pov-
erty needs to be understood and differentiated in 
two categories i.e. absolute poverty and relative 
poverty. While absolute poverty is related to the 
inaccessibility to the basic needs, relative poverty 
is usually defined in comparison to the other peo-
ple’s standing in the economy ladder.  As per the 
World Bank, over 2 billion people worldwide had 
been living in relative poverty in 2015. More strik-
ing is the fact that relative poverty has reduced in 
a much slower pace than that to absolute poverty 
since 1990. Eventually, the major reason is the 
economic structure which widens the class gap. 
In isolation, the states are unlikely to take any sig-
nificant measures due to their security centric ap-
proach, paranoid nature due to neighbourhood and 
internal challenges like the insurgencies and armed 
conflicts. However, through collaboration, the issue 
of poverty can be addressed. Regional integration, 
in this regards, can play a vital role in erasing the 
poverty. As the multipolar world order is emerg-
ing, the need for regional cooperation on different 
issues is getting the desired attention. In the era 
of globalization, more awareness has been cre-
ated due to communication advancement. Hence, 
any issue of any state quickly catches the heed of 

world organizations. Nevertheless, apart from the 
pressure of the international community, it is evi-
dent that regional cooperation proves successful 
in eradicating the problems or at least, minimizing 
it. The rise of ASEAN states is the manifestation 
of their achievement. Similarly, the case study of 
European Union is another prime example of the 
miraculous accomplishments regarding economy 
and improved lifestyle after the devastating epi-
sode of WWII. However, the similar success stories 
are absent in case of South Asia despite of having 
a regional platform in case of SAARC. For regional 
cooperation and mutual success, it is important to 
look for those area which converge the interests of 
each regional state rather than indulging into con-
flictual zones. In 2019, the official figure of people 
living below the poverty line in India was 6.7% of 
its total population which was approximately 90 
million people. In 2020, UNDP projected that due 
to COVID-19 crisis, 260 million people are feared 
to be added in the poverty index of India. Similarly, 
People living below poverty in Pakistan were 24.3 
in 2015/16 as per the World Bank while the re-
ports suggest that the poverty level is likely to rise 
with an expected addition of approximately 490 
million people due to the COVID-19 crises. 

R Kelly’s trial delayed to September 2021
LONDON

The ‘Ignition’ hitmaker was originally supposed 
to stand trial in Chicago on child pornography and 
other issues in April this year, but it was delayed 
until October due to the coronavirus pandemic, be-
fore being pushed back once again.And on Tuesday 
(22.12.20), a federal judge admitted concerns about 
the global health crisis had further disrupted the 
case and now the trial will begin on 13 September, 
2021.However, during a hearing conducted by 
phone, U.S. District Judge Harry Leinenweber 
said the new date could still be subject to change.
Prosecutors told the judge that once a trial does get 
underway, it will take them around three weeks to 
present their evidence.The 53-year-old singer - who 
has previously pleaded not guilty to federal charges 
relating to having sex with underage girls and al-
legedly bribing potential witnesses at his 2008 trial 
to change their stories - has been in jail since he 
was arrested in July 2019.He is also facing sex traf-
ficking and racketeering charges in New York, for 
which he is due to stand trial on 7 April, and state 
charges in both Illinois and Minnesota.It was pre-
viously ruled the jurors in the the New York trial 
will be anonymous.US District Judge Ann Donnelly 
wrote in her ruling: “The government has estab-
lished that empaneling an anonymous and partially 
sequestered jury is warranted.”The judge declared 
that marshals will escort jurors in and out of the 
Brooklyn federal courthouse each day and seques-
ter them during all breaks to protect them from out-
side influence, although they will still be able to go 
home at the end of the day. The ‘Ignition’ hitmaker 
was originally supposed to stand trial in Chicago 

on child pornography and other issues in April this 
year, but it was delayed until October due to the 
coronavirus pandemic, before being pushed back 
once again.And on Tuesday (22.12.20), a federal 
judge admitted concerns about the global health 
crisis had further disrupted the case and now the 

trialbegin on 13 September, 2021.However, during 
a hearing conducted by phone, U.S. District Judge 
Harry Leinenweber said the new date could still be 
subject to change.Prosecutors told the judge that 
once a trial does get underway, it will take them 
around three weeks to present their evidence.

This May Be the First Complete 
Observation of a Nanoflare

CALIFORNIA
A new study published in Nature 

Astronomy marks the first time research-
ers have captured the full lifecycle of a 
putative nanoflare – from bright origins 
to blistering demise. Nanoflares are tiny 
eruptions on the Sun, one-billionth the size 
of normal solar flares. Eugene Parker – of 
Parker Solar Probe fame – first predicted 
them in 1972 to solve a major puzzle: the 
coronal heating problem.That’s the mystery 
of how the Sun’s outer atmosphere, or co-
rona, gets so incredibly hot. Despite being 
much farther away from the solar core, it’s 
millions of degrees hotter than the layers 
beneath it. Nearly 50 years later the coronal 
heating problem still hasn’t been solved.  It 
has been hard to confirm any of a hand-
ful of different theories, in part because 
no one has ever actually seen a nanoflare. 
“They’re extremely difficult to observe,” 
said Shah Bahauddin, Research Faculty at 
the Laboratory of Atmospheric and Space 
Physics at the University of Colorado, 
Boulder, and lead author of the study.Tiny 
and brief, our best telescopes have only re-
cently become powerful enough to resolve 
them. And seeing a tiny flash isn’t enough – 
it takes a lot be considered a true nanoflare 
sighting. “We know from theory what we 

should look for – what fingerprint a nano-
flare would leave,” Bahauddin said. To say 
you’ve observed a corona-heating nano-
flare, you have to check at least two major 
boxes.First, like regular flares, a nanoflare 
is set alight by magnetic reconnection. If the 
eruption you’re seeing is heated by some 
other process, it’s not a nanoflare.Magnetic 
reconnection is triggered when magnetic 
field lines explosively realign. Unlike other 
mechanisms that heat things up gradu-
ally, it can take relatively cool plasma and 
make it super-hot in an instant.“It’s like put-
ting two ice cubes together and suddenly 
the temperature rises to 1000 degrees 
Fahrenheit,” Bahauddin said.One way to 
spot heating via magnetic reconnection is 
to observe intense heat amidst far cooler 
surroundings.

Sohail Majeed Butt
Islamabad

C o m m a n d  a n d  S t a f f 
C o n fe re n c e  o f  Pa k i s t a n 
Navy concluded at Naval 
Headquarters, Islamabad. The 
Conference was chaired by 
Chief of the Naval Staff, Admiral 
Muhammad Amjad Khan Niazi. 
Matters related to geo strategic 
milieu, national security, oper-
ational preparedness, training 
and welfare of troops were re-
viewed. Briefings on various on-
going and future developmental 
projects of Pakistan Navy were 
also given to Chief of the Naval 
Staff. While reviewing the con-
tinued deteriorated security 
situation in Indian Illegally 
Occupied Jammu & Kashmir 
(IIoJ&K), the forum reaffirmed 
the support for just and rightful 

struggle of Kashmiris. The Naval 
Chief expressed confidence over 
combat readiness of the Navy. 
He emphasized on strengthen-
ing maritime security and to 
effectively respond to any ag-
gression against Pakistan. The 
Naval Chief lauded initiatives 
taken towards capability de-
velopment through acquisition 
of emerging technologies. The 
forum also discussed COVID-19 
situation and reaffirmed imple-
mentation of Govt policies to 
restrict countrywide spread of 
the pandemic. Command & Staff 
Conference is the apex decision 
making body of Pakistan Navy 
in which Chief of the Naval 
Staff along with Principal Staff 
Officers and Field Commanders 
undertake review of Pakistan 
Navy’s Policies and Plans.

Naval Chief Heads Command & Staff Conference At Naval Hq, Islamabad

December-23-1948

The Soviet Union invades Afghanistan, 
under the pretext of upholding the 
Soviet-Afghan Friendship Treaty of 
1978.As midnight approached, the 
Soviets organized a massive military 
airlift into Kabul, involving an esti-

mated 280 transport aircraft and three divisions 
of almost 8,500 men each. Within a few days, the 
Soviets had secured Kabul, deploying a special as-
sault unit against Tajberg Palace. Elements of the 
Afghan army loyal to Hafizullah Amin put up a 
fierce, but brief resistance.On December 27, Babrak 
Karmal, exiled leader of the Parcham faction of the 
Marxist People’s Democratic Party of Afghanistan 
(PDPA), was installed as Afghanistan’s new head 
of government. And Soviet ground forces entered 
Afghanistan from the north.The Soviets, however, 
were met with fierce resistance when they ven-
tured out of their strongholds into the country-
side. Resistance fighters, called mujahidin, saw the 
Christian or atheist Soviets controlling Afghanistan 
as a defilement of Islam as well as of their tradi-
tional culture. Proclaiming a “jihad”(holy war), they 
gained the support of the Islamic world.The muja-
hidin employed guerrilla tactics against the Soviets. 
They would attack or raid quickly, then disappear 

into the mountains, causing great destruction 
without pitched battles. The fighters used what-
ever weapons they could grab from the Soviets or 
were given by the United States.The tide of the war 
turned with the 1987 introduction of U.S. shoulder-
launched anti-aircraft missiles. The Stingers allowed 
the mujahidin to shoot down Soviet planes and 
helicopters on a regular basis. New Soviet leader 
Mikhail Gorbachev decided it was time to get out. 

Demoralized and with no victory in sight, Soviet 
forces started withdrawing in 1988. The last Soviet 
soldier crossed back across the border on February 
15, 1989.It was the first Soviet military expedition 
beyond the Eastern bloc since World War II and 
marked the end of a period of improving relations 
(known as détente) in the Cold War. Subsequently, 
the SALT II arms treaty was shelved and the U.S. 
began to re-arm.

Soviet Union invades Afghanistan

The author is the MPhil scholar of International 
Relations. He writes for national and interna-
tional news blogs. His main focus is on Middle 

East and South Asia. 
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Jennifer  leaving wedding 
plans up to ‘divine time’

NEWYORK
Jennifer Lopez has faith her wedding to Alex 
Rodriguez will take place when the time is right.
The On The Floor hitmaker got engaged to the 
former sportsman in March 2019, after two years 
together, and had been due to exchange vows in 
Italy in June.However, the Covid-19 pandemic 
meant they had to cancel the nuptials, with even 
the rescheduled wedding falling victim to the coro-
navirus. “It was really sad because we were sup-
posed to get married in June and we had planned 
it all,” Jennifer said on Andy Cohen’s SiriusXM 
show Radio Andy on Monday. “So in March or 
April, we’re looking down the pipe and we’re 
going, ‘This is maybe not going to happen.’ Italy’s 
the worst place in the world. And we were going 
to get married in Italy. I was like, ‘Okay, we got to 
cancel everything.’ And we had to put out all this 
money and all this stuff, we were like, ‘We gotta 
cancel it.’ So, we canceled it.“And then we try to 
regroup for later in the year, a few months ago. And 
I was like, ‘Nope, still not the right time.’ So it was 
just a little disappointing. And then you just think 
to yourself, well, things will happen in their divine 
time in a way.” Jennifer, who’s been married three 
times before, added that she and Alex, 45, have 
even talked about whether or not they actually still 
want to get hitchedVoM

Rachel Zoe’s son ‘almost 
100% back to himself ’

NEW YORK
Rachel Zoe’s nine-year-old son is “almost 100 
per cent back to himself” just 48 hours after suf-
fering a 40ft horror fall.The 52-year-old fashion 
designer’s boy Skyler fell from a ski lift over the 
weekend, and he has spoken out for the first 
time about the incident, admitting he is “doing 
pretty well” apart from a sore neck.In a video 
posted on her Instagram, the youngster said: “I 
am doing pretty well. I could walk, I could run 
and I could go upside down.”He then performed 
a flip on the sofa, before adding: “Besides that, 
my neck is a little sore, but I’m doing pretty well. 
I’m doing pretty good.”Rachel believes Skyler was 
“saved by an angel” following his fall, and she has 
thanked her fans for their prayers and kindness.
She wrote: “And just like that after experiencing 
an actual miracle..#Sky is almost 100 percent 
back to himself after falling 40 feet from a ski-
lift less than 48 hours ago. I cannot yet retell the 
story as it really happened but @rbermanus and 
I will heal our pain with time knowing that Sky is 
ok and stronger than ever. I don’t typically share 
traumatic moments with my communityVoM

Ashley Tisdale can’t wait to 
welcome her first child

NEW YORK
The ‘High School Musical’ alum is currently 
expecting a baby girl with her husband 
Christopher French, and has said she can’t wait 
to welcome her daughter into the world in the 
coming months.Ashley also admitted her hus-
band was “scared” when they first discovered 
they would be having a daughter, as she recalled 
the terrified look on his face in the pictures they 
posted on Instagram from their gender reveal 
party in October.She said: “I was obviously ex-
cited because I definitely wanted a girl, for sure. 
But I am also someone who goes with the flow 
on a lot of stuff. I try to not have expectations in 
moments like that and just allow what is meant 
to be. I was very excited. I think my husband 
definitely was scared - he looked a little scared 
in the pictures!”The 35-year-old actress also 
admitted she has relaxed her strict diet whilst 
she’s pregnant, as she wants to “let [her] body 
speak” and tell her what it needs for both her-
self and her baby.She added: “I haven’t changed 
anything crazy. I would say that I try to be eating 
the healthiest when I can, but there’s gonna be 
moments where I obviously crave stuff that’s 
not always the healthiest meal, but I’m allowing 
myself to be okay.VoM

Staff Report
ISLAMABAD 

Pakistan’s fast-bowler Shaheen Afridi at-
tained a career best 16th position while 
veteran all-rounder Mohammad Hafeez 
and wicketkeeper-batsman Mohammad 
Rizwan also made major gains in latest up-
date to the International Cricket Council’s 
(ICC) Twenty20 International (T20I) rank-
ings after the recently concluded T20I se-
ries between New Zealand and Pakistan.
New Zealand opener Tim Seifert and fast 
bowler Tim Southee have attained career-
best positions after playing important 
roles in a 2-1 series win over Pakistan.
Seifert has advanced 24 slots to a career-
best ninth position after a fine run in the 
home series saw him top the aggregate 
with 176 runs while Southee’s six wickets 
in the series have lifted him from 13th to 
seventh position.Seifert, who was named 
player of the series with the high point 
being a career-best 84 not out off 63 balls 

in the second match in Hamilton, had a pre-
vious highest ranking of 32nd in August this 
year.Southee’s six wickets, which included 
a haul of four for 21 in the second match, 
enabled him to better his previous best of 
10th position accomplished in November 
last year. Southee has thus reached the top 
10 in all three formats during his career, 

having career-bests of fourth in Tests and 
ninth in ODIs. Devon Conway (up 10 places 
to 62nd) and Glenn Phillips (up 15 places 
to a career-best 72nd) are the other New 
Zealand players to move up in the batting 
list while fast bowler Scott Kuggeleijn has 
progressed from 134th to 92nd place after 
finishing with five wickets in the series.

Staff Report
TOKYO

Liverpool loanee Loris Karius endured 
a miserable competitive debut for 
Union Berlin on Tuesday as his side 
crashed out of the German Cup in the 
second round following a surprise 3-2 
home defeat to second-tier Paderborn.
After spending all of the season on the 
bench up to now, Karius was forced 
to fish the ball out of the net just two 
minutes into his Union debut as Sven 
Michel gave the underdogs the lead.

Grischa Proemel quickly equalised, 
but Michel and Dennis Srbeny made 
it 3-1 before half-time, and a second-
half own goal was too little, too late 
for Union.“Loris showed at times what 
he is capable of, but I have to say his 
defenders let him down in the first 
half,” said Union coach Urs Fischer.
Fellow Bundesliga side Hoffenheim 
were also on the receiving end of an 
upset, as they lost on penalties to sec-
ond division outfit Greuther Fuerth.
In a dramatic game, Hoffenheim took 
the lead through Andrej Kramaric 
early on, but Fuerth equalised quickly.
Ryan Sessegnon, on loan from 
Tottenham Hotspur, played Sebastian 
Ernst onside and the midfielder nut-
megged goalkeeper Oliver Baumann.
After further goals from Fuerth’s 
Marco Meyerhoefer and Hoffenheim’s 
Kevin Akpoguma, Sessegnon almost 
presented Fuerth with victory late on.

The English left back brought 
down Branimir Hrgota in the box 
in stoppage time, but Baumann 
saved Paul Seguin’s penalty to 
take the game to extra time.
Fuerth triumphed in the shootout, 
with Meyerhoefer converting his 
side’s ninth penalty to seal the win.
Elsewhere, goals from Mats Hummels 
and Jadon Sancho gave Borussia 
Dortmund a 2-0 win over second-
tier Eintracht Braunschweig, while 
RB Leipzig reached the last 16 for the 
third season in a row as they eased 
to a 3-0 win over their cup bogey 
side Augsburg with goals from Willi 
Orban, Yussuf Poulsen and Angelino.
B o t h  S c h a l ke  a n d  B o r u s s i a 
M o e n c h e n g l a d b a c h  ove rc a m e 
fo u r t h - t i e r  o p p o s i t i o n ,  w i t h 
Gladbach beating Elversberg 5-0 
and Schalke ending their miser-
able year with a 3-1 win over Ulm.

Benchmark KSE-100 index rises 
180.76 points to settle at 43,087.70

Bureau Report
KARACHI

The benchmark KSE-100 index staged a smart 
recovery at the stock market on Wednesday after 
plunging nearly 1,200 points since last Friday and 
it ended the session in the green, aided by cherry-
picking from investors.During the trading session, 
global crude oil prices steadied with Brent crude 
futures edging up $0.02 to $50.10 a barrel and 
US West Texas Intermediate (WTI) crude futures 
easing $0.01 to $47.01 a barrel.The oil market 
recovery triggered a buying spree in oil stocks 
at the Pakistan Stock Exchange and resultantly 
exploration and production and oil marketing 
companies moved higher.Moreover, renewed buy-
ing activity in the cement sector lent support to 
the positive momentum.The index shot up at the 
beginning of trading, however, investors started 
booking profits soon afterwards and most of the 
gains were eroded by noon. Nevertheless, opti-
mism helped the bourse end the day with modest 
gains.Index-heavy sectors including exploration 
and production, cement, banking and refinery at-
tracted modest investment and helped the market 
rise past 43,000 points once again.At close, the 
benchmark KSE-100 index recorded an increase 
of 180.76 points, or 0.42%, to settle at 43,087.70 

points.Arif Habib Limited, in its report, stated that 
the market treaded cautiously, taking cue from 
stability in international crude oil prices as well as 
renewed buying activity in the cement sector that 
added a total of 309 points during the session.
Besides cement, investors opted for bank stocks 
(particularly HBL), oil and gas marketing compa-
nies (Pakistan State Oil), exploration and produc-
tion firms (Oil and Gas Development Company 
and Pakistan Petroleum) and engineering/ steel 
producers (International Steels and International 
Industries).The current rollover week will end on 
Thursday, however, relevant stocks – Unity Foods, 
TRG Pakistan and NetSol – have largely covered 
ground.Sectors contributing to the performance 
included cement (+81 points), auto (+19 points), 
engineering (+18 points), banking (+17 points) 
and insurance (+17 points).Individually, stocks 
that contributed positively to the index included 
Maple Leaf Cement (+21 points), HBL (+20 
points), Lucky Cement (+18 points), Engro (+18 
points) and Cherat Cement (+13 points).Stocks 
that contributed negatively were Mari Petroleum 
(-17 points), Kohinoor Textile Mills (-10 points), 
Pakistan Oilfields (-10 points), Fauji Fertiliser 
(-10 points) and Meezan Bank (-9 points).JS 
Global analyst Maaz Mulla said the market ended 
the session on a positive note, gaining 181 points 
and closing at 43,088, after touching intraday 
high and low of +309 and -54 points.Overall vol-

umes stood at 379 million shares, while traded 
value came in at $110 million.Institutional partici-
pation was witnessed in the main board stocks. 
Pakistan Refinery (+5.3%), Maple Leaf Cement 
(+4.7%), Unity Foods (-0.3%) and TRG Pakistan 
(+1.6%) contributed a cumulative 75 million 
shares to the total volume.A rally emerged in the 
cement sector where Maple Leaf Cement (+4.7%), 
Pioneer Cement (+3.8%), Cherat Cement (+4.1%), 
Attock Cement (+2.7%), Fauji Cement (+1.4%) 
and DG Khan Cement (+1.6%) gained ground.
The refinery sector also enjoyed the upward 
trend where Pakistan Refinery (+5.3%), Attock 
Refinery (+1.8%) and Byco Petroleum (+0.9%) 
remained in the green, while National Refinery 
(-1.8%) closed lower.

Bureau Report
Dubai

Investors in the UAE were breathing com-
paratively easier on Wednesday after wit-
nessing a sharp decline earlier in the week 
on fears of a new COVID-19 strain spreading 
in countries elsewhere.The Dubai Financial 
Market (DFM) ended up 1.4 per cent at 
2,515 points, while the Abu Dhabi Securities 
Exchange (ADX) was up 0.8 per cent at 5,149 
points, both rebounding for a second day 
after recording steep losses of 3.85 per cent 
and 0.80 per cent, respectively, on Monday.
Investors got spooked, and markets in the 
emirates and the Gulf plunged on Monday 
after reports of a new COVID-19 strain in the 
UK and travel and border restrictions were 
imposed by multiple countries in response.
Beyond what this could all mean for the 
local economy, there were signs that inves-
tors were getting worried about individual 
sectors as well, with UAE real estate stocks 
coming under severe pressure. Abu Dhabi-
based Aldar, which is on track to record an-

other year of growth, felt the heat of investor 
jitters.Since Saturday, over 40 countries in 
Europe, Asia, South America, the Caribbean 
and the Middle East have restricted travel 
from the UK and in some cases, also travel 
from other countries that have documented 
cases with the variant. The variant has also 
been detected in Denmark, Netherlands and 
Australia, and in South Africa, a different 
coronavirus variant has been reported, ac-
cording to the World Health Organization. 
Also, regions from Canada to Hong Kong 
suspended travel links to the UK, as well.
However, since the start of the week, stock 
markets – both regionally and worldwide – 
capped their losses, stemming derailing fears, 
as further reports rose that the travel bans 
had begun to ease in some parts like between 
France and the UK, which was among the first 
port restrictions that were imposed. However, 
cautious declines are still expected to be re-
corded in the days to come.US and European 
stock futures dipped Wednesday, while Asian 
equities traded mostly higher. The S&P 500 

futures fell as much as 0.7 per cent – which 
largely tracks the trends of investors world-
wide – before paring most of the losses.The 
approval of a stimulus package in the world’s 
largest economy, US, helped allay worries of a 
further dent to the global economy from the 
new coronavirus strain in the UK. However, 
with the year winding down, so have market-
related catalytic events. For the next couple 
of weeks investors largely expect to witness 
lesser than usual trading, which is a year-end 
norm.

UAE investors regain footing after Monday market slump

Brazil to see 4.4 
pct drop in GDP, 

say analysts
Bureaau Report

CHENGDU
A total of 1,200 tonnes of 

Russian barley arrived on 
Monday in Chengdu, capital 
of southwest China’s Sichuan 
Province. It is the first time 
barley has been imported via 
the China-Europe train ser-
vice from Russia to Sichuan.
The train departed from 
Novosibirsk and arrived in 
Chengdu in approximately 10 
days. The batch of Russian 
barley will be used as a raw 
material for deep process-
ing and will be further sold 
to markets in Mianyang, 
Nanchong and other places 
in Sichuan.“Sichuan has been 
developing the intensive pro-
cessing of grain and other ag-
ricultural products and thus 
has a huge demand for quality 
produce. This ‘barley train’ has 
expanded our import channels 
and our second train will de-
part by the end of the year,” 
said Chen Mingqian with the 
Jiayuantongyang Commercial 
and Trading Co., Ltd, the im-
porter.Chengdu has been 
promoting imports of farm 
products such as wheat, rice, 
flaxseed and sunflower seed oil 
from markets including Russia, 
Southeast Asia and Central Asia 
to ensure the domestic grain 
supply security, according to 
the administrative committee 
of the Chengdu International 
Railway Port. Enditem

Bureau Report
Dubai

The success of Dubai Islamic Economy 
Development Centre’s (DIEDC) initiatives 
reinforce the Islamic economy’s role as a 
key driver of the national economy and 
of Dubai, as a global capital of Islamic 
economy, according to Sultan bin Saeed 
Al Mansouri, Chairman of Dubai Islamic 
Economy Development Centre (DIEDC).
The DIEDC recently held its fourth and 
final board meeting for 2020, and ap-
proved the Centre’s work plan for 2021.“As 
the world begins to recover from the 
COVID-19 pandemic and seeks lucrative 
and sustainable investment opportuni-
ties, we have the responsibility to lever-
age Dubai’s solid economic infrastructure 
and secure environment in making a posi-
tive change in the coming year,” said Al 
Mansouri. While the UAE’s overall rank-
ing among the top three countries in 
the Global Islamic Economy Indicator, 
DIEDC’s new strategies are expected to 
further reinforce its success.“The Islamic 
economy has proven its vitality and reg-
istered a tangible impact in developing 

economies across the globe. Dubai’s own 
economic model, put forward early on, 
carefully factored in the shifts world-
wide and the need to focus on the Islamic 
economy to ensure sustainable progress,” 
said Essa Kazim, Governor of the Dubai 
International Financial Centre (DIFC) and 
Secretary General of DIEDC. The Islamic 
economy has proven its resilience in ac-

commodating the fluctuations that have 
stricken global economies, according to 
DIEDC.“Dubai has been able to provide the 
Islamic economy with the infrastructure 
required to shape a thriving ecosystem, 
positioning the emirate as a preferred 
destination for all activities focused on 
growing the Islamic economy,” Abdulla 
Mohammed Al Awar, CEO of DIEDC.

UAE Central Bank projects real GDP to contract by 6% in 2020

Bureau Report
TOKYO

Japan’s badminton world number one Kento Momota shrugged 
off nerves to make a winning return to competition in Tokyo 
Wednesday, nearly a year after suffering serious injuries in a 
car crash.Momota beat Koshiro Moriguchi 21-12, 21-14 in the 
first round of the All-Japan championships, marking his return 
from the accident that left him fearing his career might be 
over after fracturing an eye socket.Momota will be hoping his 
comeback leads him all the way to Olympic gold at next year’s 
coronavirus-postponed Tokyo Games, but the left-hander was 
happy just to be back on the court after dispatching his oppo-
nent in 36 minutes on Wednesday.“I had that particular feeling 
that you get before a match, the kind where you just can’t sit 
still, and it’s been a while since I felt that,” said Momota, who 
was badly hurt when the vehicle taking him to the airport in 
January after he won the Malaysia Masters crashed, killing the 
driver.“I went out onto the court and it really felt like I was 
back. I enjoyed it.”Momota began the match with little fuss 
as he won the first five points, but then went on to misjudge 
several baseline shots from his opponent in an error-strewn 
opening game.The 26-year-old settled into his rhythm more in 
the second game, and closed the match out with a resounding 
smash to book his place in the next round.“I missed a lot of 
shots because of nerves,” he acknowledged.“My movement and 
feeling for the shuttle weren’t bad, but I want to cut down on 
the mistakes in my next match.“I managed to speed up the play 
and land a few smashes, but there were a lot of times where 
I was too slow with my returns. I need to think more about 
how I react to each shot and mix things up a little.”Momota is 
aiming to win a third straight national title this week in Tokyo, 
before heading to Thailand in January for the resumption of 
the badminton world tour.He is hoping to recapture the form 
that saw him win a record-breaking 11 titles last year, and 
believes he will begin to hit his stride now that he has cleared 
the first hurdle.

Stocks bounce back to recoup losses

Karius endures nightmare debut

Momota back from car crash 
with a win

Shaheen, Hafeez and Rizwan make major gains in latest T20I Ranking
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Bureau Report
NEW YORK 

Stocks rose on Wednesday as investors 
waved away a threat by U.S. President Don-
ald Trump not to sign a bill including nearly 
$900 billion in pandemic relief, while the 
British pound soared on rising expecta-
tions of a Brexit trade deal. In a video 
posted on Twitter, Trump said the stimu-
lus package, agreed upon after months of 
wrangling in Congress, was “a disgrace” 
and that he wanted to increase “ridicu-
lously low” $600 payments for individuals 
to $2,000. The benchmark S&P 500 U.S. 
stock index nonetheless advanced as cycli-
cal sectors such as energy and financials, 
expected to benefit most from an economic 
recovery, led in percentage gains. Mar-
ket analysts said they still believed fiscal 
stimulus would come soon, whether under 
Trump, a Republican, or President-elect Joe 
Biden, a Democrat. Some investors could 
be holding out hope for even more aid 
given Trump’s remarks, said Phil Orlando, 
chief equity market strategist at Feder-
ated Hermes. “The Street must be think-
ing, ‘Alright, we’ll get a bigger stimulus,’” 
he said. “Republicans have the president’s 
cover to sit down and negotiate a bigger 
deal.” In Europe, the STOXX index ended 
1.1% higher after reports that Britain and 

the European Union were close to a trade 
agreement after difficult, protracted nego-
tiations, with a year-end deadline loom-
ing. MSCI’s gauge of global stocks in turn 
rose 0.38%. On Wall Street, the Dow Jones 
Industrial Average rose 114.32 points, or 
0.38%, to 30,129.83, the S&P 500 gained 
2.75 points, or 0.07%, to 3,690.01 and the 
Nasdaq Composite dropped 36.80 points, 
or 0.29%, to 12,771.11. The Brexit trade 
deal news also boosted sterling, which 
gained 0.89% against the dollar to $1.3496. 
In a further shot in the arm for the pound, 
Paris lifted its ban on freight coming from 
Britain, which it had enacted in response 
to a fast-spreading COVID-19 variant in 
the United Kingdom. Foreign exchange 
markets broadly reflected optimism to-
ward U.S. fiscal stimulus and global growth. 
The euro rose 0.24% to $1.2191, while 
the Australian dollar, considered a riskier 
currency, advanced 0.8% to $0.758. Con-

versely, the dollar index, which measures 
the safe-haven currency’s performance 
against a basket of other major currencies, 
fell 0.14%. The dollar index has weakened 
more than 6% this year as investors bet the 
U.S. Federal Reserve will keep its monetary 
policy ultra-accommodative. With a Brexit 
trade deal seeming likely, “investors are 
looking once again to recovery,” said Gar-
rett Melson, portfolio strategist at Natixis 
Investment Managers Solutions. “It was be-
ing held up by the trade dynamic between 
Britain and the EU.” In accordance with 
Wednesday’s risk-on sentiment, U.S. Trea-
sury yields rose, having earlier jumped to 
their highest level since Dec. 7. They re-
ceived a lift from the Brexit developments 
after having fallen earlier in response to 
Trump’s stimulus comments. The yield be-
tween two- and 10-year yields steepened 
to its widest spread since October 2017. 
European bond yields largely climbed as 
well. Benchmark 10-year Treasury notes 
last fell 9/32 in price to yield 0.948%, from 
0.918% late on Tuesday. In oil markets, the 
weakening in the dollar and a drawdown 
in U.S. crude inventories, based on data 
from the Energy Information Administra-
tion, boosted prices. Brent settled 2.24% 
higher at $51.20 a barrel, while U.S. crude 
jumped 2.34% to $48.12 a barrel. Reuters

The Ambassador deeply appreci-
ated her long years of service in 
consolidating Japan-Pakistan 

cultural relationships
NEW YORK

The Government of Japan has conferred 
the 2020 Spring Decorations “The Order of 
the Rising Sun, Silver Rays” upon Ms. ORITA 
Toshiko, Vice President of the Pakistan-Ja-
pan Cultural Association (PJCA), Islamabad, 
in recognition of her significant contribu-
tion to the promotion of long-term cultural 
exchanges and friendly relations between 
Japan and the Islamic Republic of Pakistan.  
H.E. MATSUDA Kuninori, the Ambassador of 
Japan to Pakistan, on behalf of the Govern-
ment of Japan, on December 23rd conferred 
the decoration “The Order of the Rising Sun, 
Silver Rays” upon Ms. ORITA. The confer-
ment ceremony was held at his official resi-
dence with limited participants, including 
Ms. ORITA’s family and her close friends, Dr. 
Abdul Hafeez Shaikh, Federal Minister on Fi-
nance & Revenue, and Mrs. Nadene Shaikh, 
while taking infection prevention measures 
against COVID-19. Ms. ORITA, also laureate 
of Japanese Foreign Minister’s Commenda-
tion, has been serving as Vice President of 
the PJCA since 2003. She also worked in the 
Embassy of Japan in Pakistan as a senior staff 
in the past. As a fluent speaker of the Urdu 

language well-versed with Pakistani culture, 
Ms. ORITA has worked diligently over the 
years both independently and from the plat-
form of PJCA to promote Japanese culture. 
After her arrival in Pakistan in the 1960’s, 
she hosted numerous lectures and exhibi-
tions of Ikebana and fabric flowers, becom-
ing the pioneer of these Japanese art in Paki-
stan. Through her teaching, many Pakistanis 
acquired the art and became Ikebana artists 
themselves. In addition to cultural activities, 
she provided support for the socially vulner-
able in Pakistan through PCLAPA, Pakistan 
Cleft Lips and Palate Association. She devot-
ed herself to care for the victims of the earth-
quake in 2005 and contributed to various 
projects in Gujrat in the field of health and 
medical care.  Ambassador MATSUDA, while 
speaking on the occasion, congratulated Ms. 
ORITA for receiving this prestigious decora-
tion by the Government of Japan which is an 
acknowledgement of her dedicated efforts 
for the promotion of Japan-Pakistan cultural 

relations. The Ambassador deeply appreci-
ated her long years of service in consolidat-
ing Japan-Pakistan cultural relationships. “I 
believe that cultural exchanges, in particular, 
contributes significantly to deepen mutual 
trust and understanding among the people 
which should be the very foundation of any 
relationship between the countries,” said the 
Ambassador. He expressed his sincere hope 
that this contribution will further promote 
and strengthen the cultural relations as well 
as people to people contacts between the 
two friendly nations.  Expressing her grati-
tude upon receiving prestigious decorations, 
Ms. ORITA said, “I feel great honor today 
for receiving ‘The Order of the Rising Sun, 
Silver Rays’ from His Majesty the Emperor 
of Japan. My journey in Pakistan started al-
most sixty years ago and it has always been 
my dream to bring the people of Japan and 
Pakistan further closer through deepened 
cultural relations.” Dr. Abdul Hafeez Shaikh, 
Federal Minister for Finance & Revenue, 
while speaking on the occasion stated that 
Ms. ORITA is an excellent Ambassador of 
Japanese culture in Pakistan and this award 
is not only an honor for her but also an honor 
for Pakistan as well. He deeply appreciated 
the services rendered by her on promoting 
relations between Japan and Pakistan which 
are based on affection and combined inter-
ests. Reuters

Ofcom penalizes channel over de-
rogatory, abusive comments made by 
host Arnab Goswami during a show 

last year
ISLAMABAD 

The British TV regulatory authority has 
slapped a fine of £20,000 on India’s fiercely 
nationalist and popular Republic television’s 
Hindi channel for broadcasting hate speech 
against Pakistan. Ofcom is the government-
approved regulatory and competition author-
ity for the broadcasting, telecommunications 
and postal industries of the United Kingdom. 
In a detailed verdict, Ofcom said that Repub-
lic Bharat’s “Poochta Hai Bharat” programme 
– the evening primetime show hosted by 
controversial Arnab Goswami – had failed 
to comply with its broadcasting rules, The 
Wire reported. Republic TV and its combat-
ive founder and main anchor Goswami are 
largely seen as sympathetic to Prime Minister 
Narendra Modi’s ruling Bharatiya Janata Party 
(BJP). According to Ofcom, an episode, shown 
on September 6, 2019, featured “comments 
made by the host and some of his guests that 
amounted to hate speech against Pakistani 
people, and derogatory and abusive treat-

ment of Pakistani people. The content was 
also potentially offensive and was not suf-
ficiently justified by the context.” By the time 
the episode aired, Ofcom had already notified 
Republic that it had been receiving a number 
of complaints on content broadcast by it in re-
lation to “highly pejorative references to mem-
bers of the Pakistani community.” Worldview 
Media Network Limited, the licensee which 
airs Republic Bharat in the UK, will also need 
to broadcast a statement of Ofcom’s findings 
and is barred from repeating the programme 
in the UK. The show under the scanner was a 
35-minute discussion that hinged upon India’s 
lunar mission that left it red faced with embar-
rassment as its ambition to become the fourth 
country to land on the moon ended with fail-
ure last year. “The host and the Indian guests 
dominated the discussion, with the Pakistani 
guests attempting to respond but largely be-
ing shouted down by the presenter and In-
dian guests,” Ofcom’s note says. The content 
“spread, incited, promoted and justified such 
intolerance towards Pakistani people among 
viewers,” found the body. As such, it said, the 
show violated three rules of its Broadcasting 
Code. The code does not prohibit criticism of 
any country or citizens of that country, APP

BEIJING 
China supports Pakistan to achieve sustainability in trans-
portation industry, says a White paper issued by the State 
Council Information Office of China, Gwadar Pro reported 
on Wednesday. The White paper, titled “Sustainable De-
velopment of Transport in China,” provided a full picture 
of the country’s achievements in the field and share its 
strategy and activities in building a sustainable transport 
system. It summarized the development and achievements 
of China’s transport sector in 2020 and highlighted the 
development of transport projects under China, Pakistan 
Economic Corridor (CPEC). According to the White Paper, 
China has been strengthening mutually beneficial coop-
eration with other countries in the field of transportation 
connectivity. China has actively propelled ML-1 project 
and completed the Lahore Orange Line project. The paper 
quoted former Railway Minister, Sheikh Rashid Ahmed 
as having said that ML-1 railway project under CPEC is a 
revolutionary project that will transform the entire rail-
way structure in Pakistan, meanwhile to help controlling 
railway accidents and creating 150,000 jobs. It says, sub-
way is an important means of transportation in China and 
total number of passengers exceeded 28 billion in 2019.
This October, the Orange Line opened, welcoming more 
than 40,000 passengers on its first day, marking the be-
ginning of the “Metro Era” in Pakistan.  It means that the 
Pakistani people can also enjoy China’s advanced mode of 
transport. The White Paper also mentioned the Peshawar-

Karachi Expressway and the Second phase of the Kara-
koram Highway. On the port side, China participated in the 
construction and operation of Gwadar Port. With Pakistan’s 
active participation and joint efforts, the international con-
nectivity architecture has basically taken shape. An all-
dimensional and multilevel infrastructure network, with a 
focus on railways, highways, shipping and aviation, is taking 
shape at a faster pace, and the cost of goods transactions 
and flows between regions is gradually being reduced, thus 
promoting the orderly flow and optimal allocation of re-
sources across regions, the White Paper stated. The white 
paper also deliberated upon the country’s energy develop-
ment, titled “Energy in China’s New Era”. According to the 
white paper, China has been working on enhancing inter-
national energy cooperation and green development. VoM

Pak-Norway vows cooperation 
for renewable energy 

production

Australia reiterates 
commitment with Pak 
to mitigate pandemic 

crisis

Karachi
Sindh Governor Imran Ismail said 25 Bengali pris-
oners who are in jails for minor crimes or unable to 
pay imposed fines are released and being sent back 
to their country. Addressing a news conference in 
Karachi, he said the initiative taken by the Pakistan 
Red Crescent Society and its Chairman Abrar-ul-Haq 
for the release of Bengali prisoners was appreciable. 
The Governor said each released prisoners was also 
given 200 dollars as financial assistance, besides an air 
tickets. To a question, Sindh Governor Imran Ismail re-
plied that implementation of Karachi Transformation 
Plan was underway and its results would be histori-
cal. He said under the Karachi package announced by 
Prime Minister Imran Khan Major issues of the mega-
lopolis including transportation, sewerage and others. 
In another statement, talking to a delegation of Green 
Crescent Trust (GCT) here, he also appreciated the 
organization for working hard to educate children of 
the deprived families, even during the COVID-19 pan-
demic. He acknowledged that establishment of over 
150 charitable schools in remote parts by GST, with 
enrollment of no less than 29,000 kids has significant-
ly contributed to a cause critical for national develop-
ment. The governor praised the committed members 
of the GCT for providing uninterrupted services, for 
past 27 years, to the kids, who otherwise may had 
been deprived of their basic right due to poverty.
Strategy adopted by GCT to work with federal,. VoM

Pakistan had embarked upon tap-
ing huge indigenous potential of 

renewable energy
ISLAMABAD

H.E Mr. Kjell Gunnar Eriksen, Ambassador 
of Kingdom of Norway to Pakistan called on 
Federal Minister for Energy Mr. Omar Ayub 
Khan in his office today. Mr. Tabish Gouhar, 
Special Assistant to Prime Minister on Power 
also attended the meeting. The Ambassador of 
Norway apprised the Minister of the ongoing 
Norwegian’s projects in energy sector. The 
Ambassador also deliberate upon the outlook of 
emerging market of energy sector and business 
opportunities in view of newly approved 
Alternative Energy Policy. The Minister said 
that Pakistan had embarked upon taping huge 
indigenous potential of renewable energy. He 
said that Pakistan’s New Renewable Energy 
Policy would bring opportunities for investors 
due to transparent policies of the current 
government. He said that the government had 
set an ambitious target to introduce 25 percent 
renewable energy by 2025, and 30 percent by 
end of 2030 including 40 percent share of 
hydel power generation into energy mix of the 
country. Pakistan has tremendous potential to 
generate solar and wind power. According to 
the World Bank, utilizing just 0.071 percent 
of the country’s area for solar photovoltaic 
(solar PV) power generation would meet 
Pakistan’s current electricity demand. Wind 
is also an abundant resource. Pakistan has 
several well-known wind corridors and average 
wind speeds of 7.87 m/s in 10 percent of its 
windiest areas. However, despite a number 
of successful projects, the installed capacity 
of solar and wind energy in Pakistan, at just 
over 1,500 Megawatts, is just 4 percent of 
total capacity, equal to around 2 percent of 
total generation. The Minister also highlighted 
that the Government would induct renewable 
energy-based power plants through open and 
competitive bidding in transparent manner. He 
said that the government would also encourage 
the transfer of technology in these projects. 
He said that the government is focusing on 
manufacturing and assembly of wind turbines 
and solar panels in Pakistan. The Ambassador 
appreciated the newly promulgated Renewable 
Energy Policy of Pakistan and expressed the 
hope that Norway will forge cooperation with 
Pakistan in field of renewable energy. VoM

UNITED NATIONS      
Foreign Minister Shah Mahmood Qureshi says Paki-
stan will continue its diplomatic relationships with 
the world on equality basis. Talking to people during 
his visit to Multan, he made it clear that there would 
be no compromise on the country’s integrity and na-
tional interests. The Foreign Minister said Pakistan 
has clear and historic viewpoint on Palestine issue. 
He said the journey of progress under the dynamic 
leadership of Prime Minister Imran Khan would con-
tinue. He said the country’s prosperity is indigest-
ible to the Pakistan Democratic Movement. Foreign 
Minister Makhdoom Shah Mahmood Qureshi has 
said that some forces want to destabilize Pakistan. 
Addressing a concluding ceremony of Urs of Hazrat 
Shah Ruknuddin Alam Soharwardy RA in Multan on 
Wednesday, he said that the designs of these forces 
are being exposed time by time. He said that Paki-
stan has conveyed UN through a dossier about the 
conspiracies against Pakistan by some forces and 
a recent report by EU DisinfoLab exposing a disin-
formation campaign that was designed to discredit 
Pakistan. Talking to media persons, Foreign Minister 
Makhdoom Shah Mahmood Qureshi has said that 

the government is ready for dialogue with opposi-
tion parties but they would have to negotiate on 
national issues instead of cases. He said that PTI is 
a political party and we will face opposition agita-
tion following the democratic norms. He said that 
the Opposition can hold public meetings, protests 
and rallies freely. Government and law enforcing 
agencies will not create any hurdle in this regard. 
The Indian Charge d’affaires was summoned to the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs today to register Paki-
stan’s strong protest over ceasefire violations by the 
Indian occupation Forces along the Line of Control 
(LoC) on 22nd December 2020, resulting in one 
shahadat and serious injuries to three innocent civil-
ians. Due to indiscriminate and unprovoked firing 
by the Indian occupation forces in Hotspring and 
Jandrot Sectors of the LoC on 22th December 2020, 
50 year old Khadeeja w/o Abdul Rahman, resident 
of Grid Janubi village embraced shahadat and 16 
years old Samar s/o Muhammad Azeem resident of 
Grid Janubi village, 18 years old Aneela Kausar d/o 
Muhammad Pervez resident of Barmoch village, 
04 years old Muhammad Seemab s/o Muhammad 
Ramazan resident of Tanoon village, sustained seri-

ous injuries. The Indian occupation forces along the 
LoC and the Working Boundary (WB) have been 
continuously targeting civilian populated areas with 
artillery fire, heavy-caliber mortars, and automatic 
weapons. In 2020, the Indian occupation forces 
have carried out 3012 ceasefire violations to date, 
resulting in 28 shahadats and serious injuries to 
253 innocent civilians. Condemning the deplorable 
targeting of innocent civilians by the Indian occu-
pation forces, it was underscored that such sense-
less acts are in clear violation of the 2003 Ceasefire 
Understanding, and are also against all established 
humanitarian norms and professional military con-
duct. These egregious violations of international law 
reflect consistent Indian attempts to escalate the 
situation along the LoC and are a threat to regional 
peace and security. It was added that by raising ten-
sions along the LoC and the WB, India cannot divert 
attention from the grave human rights situation 
in the Indian Illegally Occupied Jammu & Kashmir 
(IIOJK). The Indian side was called upon to respect 
the 2003 Ceasefire Understanding, investigate this 
and other such incidents of deliberate ceasefire 
violations and maintain peace along the LoC. VoM

Pakistan reaffirms global engagement on basis of 
equality: FM  

Pak condemns deplorable targeting of civilians by the Indian occupation forces: FO

Japan Confers “The Order of the Rising Sun, Silver 
Rays” upon Vice President PJCA

Promoting anti-Pak content, UK slaps fine on 
Indian TV channel

China supports Pakistan to achieve 
sustainability in transportation industry

Pak continues rapprochement, 
releases 25 Bengali prisoners

Australian Government in-
vests in the people of Pakistan 
through Australian Aid Pro-

grams in the spheres of health 
and education 

ISLAMABAD
Australian High Commissioner to Pakistan, 
H.E. Dr. Geoffrey Shaw, called on the Federal 
Minister for Finance and Revenue Dr. Abdul 
Hafeez Shaikh today. The Minister extended 
a warm welcome to H.E. High Commissioner 
and commended the support extended by 
the Government and people of Australia to 
Government of Pakistan and its people and 
hoped that the positive sentiments will con-
tinue in future for the benefit of both the 
countries. In his virtual remarks, the High 
Commissioner said Pakistan is at the heart 
of a regional market with a large population, 
diverse resources, and untapped potential 
for trade and would like to explore further 
opportunities for enhancing trade relations 
between the two countries. He said that the 
Australian Government invests in the people 
of Pakistan through Australian Aid Programs 
in the spheres of health and education. He 
reiterated to continue the cooperation espe-
cially when Pakistan is making efforts to suc-
cessfully ward off the effects of the ongoing 
COVID-19 pandemic, the High Commissioner 
added. The Minister thanked the High Com-
missioner for his cooperation and wished 
that the bilateral relations will further 
strengthen especially when the pandemic is 
over and the world trade will return to nor-
malcy. The Australian envoy was also briefed 
on Pakistan’s efforts aimed at supporting the 
peace and reconciliation process in Afghani-
stan. It was emphasized that a politically-
negotiated settlement, led and owned by 
Afghans, was the only viable way forward. 
The Australian side appreciated Pakistan’s 
constructive role in the Afghan peace pro-
cess. While sharing the views on bilateral ties 
both officials stated that Australia and Paki-
stan enjoy a long-standing strong and grow-
ing relationship underpinned by deepening 
people-to-people links. Australia established 
diplomatic relations with Pakistan after its 
1947 partition from India and has had a resi-
dent mission in the country since 1948. VoM

Stocks shrug off Trump’s stimulus threat; pound 
jumps on Brexit trade deal hopes




